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Prisk Second Community Meeting Questions & Answers June 2020
#

Question

Answer

1

What is the progress?

2

When is the project expected to be
completed?

3

Will the timeline change due to school
closure?

4

Is it possible to start repairs now so students
do not have to be relocated to another site?

5

Will it be ready by the new school year? And
how will it impact the students?

6

How will construction impact school drop off There will be no impact with drop off and pick up zones
and pick up zones?
during construction.

Public works projects are an essential government
function and will remain on schedule. Contractors were
all directed to comply with social distancing protocol and
have measures in place to ensure the safety of their
workers and the community. Construction remains on
track to complete in one year. Due to the nature of this
work, there are many unknown and/or unforeseen issues
that could cause delays. Starting the project early gives
our Contractor a head start to identifying and resolving
issues before they result in difficulties with classroom
usage. At this time, we are not adjusting the expected
completion timeline.

No, Prisk will not be entirely closed. Construction will
have phases to complete the work while students are in
session.

7

Will Prisk be entirely closed?

8

Will streets around Prisk, especially the street No streets will not be closed during construction.
between Stanford and Prisk be closed?

9

Will the construction of Prisk impact the
students at Stanford?

There will be no impact on Stanford students during
construction.

10

What will parking look like for Stanford
families?

There will be no impact with parking for Stanford during
construction.

11

Fencing and access points will be set up and moved as
necessary to adjust with the construction work as needed
How will safety be maintained for all students all while maintaining the safety for all students during
near the construction site?
construction.

12

How will construction noise impact learning
in the classroom?

Our construction team attempts to schedule the heavier
activities during the summer and when class is not in
session. We will work with the site administrator at
Prisk and Stanford to adjust our work around priority
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school activities.
Administrators worked with the Facilities Move Team to
develop an individual schedule and plan to pack during
the month of May.

13

Will teachers be notified in a timely manner
to get their classroom boxed and ready?

Merv 16 filters will be installed at Prisk.

14

Are there special filters that will be used in
the AC unit since Prisk is so close to the
freeway?

15

Can we see pictures of what our rooms will
most likely look like when finished?

Please visit our bond page, lbschoolbonds.net, twitter or
facebook account for pictures of finished rooms.

16

I understand that the district plans on sealing In accordance with Fire Code, windows are not a safe
shut all but one window in classrooms with
means of egress. Building codes do not identify a
the new HVAC. How is this not a hazard in
window as an emergency exit.
case of emergencies?

17

Why will we not be able to open the
windows?

19

Is there a way to reuse existing ceiling fans in As part of the bond efforts, ceiling fans are removed and
classrooms after HVAC, with A/C, to circulate not reinstalled. Newly air conditioned classes will be
air?
tested and balanced to ensure adequate air flow and
circulation.
Will you be able to reuse these resources
(ceiling fans)?

20

Will we be able to keep the ceiling fans we
had installed as a result of our fund-raising
efforts?

21

How can we ensure keeping our ceiling fans?
Can teachers keep their ceiling fans?

22

Would it be possible to save the ceiling fans
and reinstall them so air can move around on
days that don't need/require A/C?

23

Can we save the ceiling fans for the teachers'
rooms? Can they be saved and reinstalled
during construction so that teachers don't
need the a/c running full time?

24

Will we be able to adjust the thermostat?

18

Thermostats can be adjusted within district established
set points.
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25

Do the projects add trees to block sound and Additional trees and shade areas are not included in the
particles from the freeway? How about shade Measure E work, however it has been identified in the
over play equipment? Is the playground more master plan and will be assessed at a future date.
of a play area or parking lot?

26

Will teachers be able to park on campus again No. The asphalt surface is not planned for complete
if the blacktop is being remodeled?
replacement.

